
Date Path Warden Hours Comments

30/09/2016 Margaret ALLAN 6;340;475;476 1

30/09/2016 Dave OLDHAM 6.5

01/10/2016

CP 1; CP2; CP139; CP417

2.5
(a) Duncan will supply wood for step repair noted last month DP

(b) top path above mill will be strimmed or scythed (see last month)
(c) damaged post above mill will be photographed and sent to Nick Morgan NM

DP

Dean Wood 1.5 a) Inspection and litter removal. Carved bench will be repaired
(b) started process of sweeping path.

01/10/2016 David HAPGOOD 7

DP/DH

DPDH

3rd Oct16 Paul INCE CP 71 0 Nil Return

04/10/2016 Keith BURNS 32;83;84 0 Nil Return

04/10/2016 Gillian FORDYCE 81,233,258,287 0 Nil Return

04/10/2016 Allan ROMANIS 6.75

DP

10hr 46

Core Path
Number

ACTION ? RED = 
action required, 

GREEN = 
completed, 

amber, on the 
way!

small bag of rubbish collected.  Lots of leaves and twigs covering path through wood due to 
strong winds this week. Good to see a new pavement being laid opposite the sawmill entrance, 
and some of the material used to infill a dip in the path.

9;10;11;101;327;415;4
71; ELVPW trustees 
meeting and follow up 
of STRIVE 

8th - Inspection of Paths 471, 101 & 320 which were looking good but some cutting back - 1.5 hrs 
14th - Attended Countryside Rangers meeting to discuss possible establishment of ELCV - 1 hour 
29th - Tyne Team task on Path 312 using willow sticks to tackle river erosion near the Hailes 
Bridge - 4 hrs

Grhame & 
Maxine 
PETTIGREW

(d) suggest a great dane cut of meadow and riverside at mill if machine can gain access to top 
gate or to gate at mill. We are happy to do that.
(Great Dane needs 1.4m clearance, actual clearance is 1.3 m or 1.38 with gate removed at top of 
path)

(c) it would be good to progress with the long-suggested steps up to the western rim. We feel 
these could be done at quite small cost and are happy to do them if wood can be obtained. This is 
under discussion with Jen Newcombe along with suggestions for posts and information board.

work up demand from 
local community

4 September 1 hour I walked along CP219, 326 , 220 as far as the SW end of Donolly,  and the W. 
side of Danskine Loch. I did some cutting back of the vegetation which was long in places. The 
Donolly bench had been damaged (not seriously) probably with a knife.
7 September 3 hours I walked from Garvald (Papana ford) CP220,326, 219, 216, and 474. A few 
small stones in one of the pipes at Papana ford. I did some cutting back and removed some litter. 
The grass on CP 326 had grown a lot since it was cut on 21 July during the work party. The grass 
along the Donolly CP220 had not grown much because a quad bike had been driven along it 
which had caused some of the wet areas to become even muddier.
8 September 1 hour Rodded the stones out of the pipe on Papana ford and did some cutting back 
on CP236 between the Garvald Mains road end and the ford
9 September 2 hours CP217 I did some cutting back. Parts of the path would benefit from being 
strimmed.

202, 206, 330 & 484 
with Harry BLACKLEY While walking the path I always remove any branches or debris that will possibly pose a hazard to 

anyone walking, running or cycling,  also cut back branches that may also be in the way 
particularly at eye level, in addition I picked up pieces of litter which in the main were empty 
plastic juice bottles and cans or crisp bags (And even a MacDonald’s bag), the most frequent area 
for these items of rubbish are where the path runs alongside the road....obviously being thrown 
from moving vehicles. I have also identified a section of path that requires strimming which I will 
take up with Duncan and send him the pictures that I took.

Walked Dunbar – North 
Berwick then back to 
Dunbar (On the John 
Muir Way). 

Harry should now have E-mail and respond to you himself although I do believe that he is on 
holiday at the moment, myself Harry and Thomas were going to tend to a section of path last 
Wednesday night around West Barns but Harry and Thomas dealt with it after they did the 
monthly task during the day so it should be on Thomas’s return.



05-Oct-16 Neil MITCHELL
12;18,187;197;198;205;2

3.5 General check and tidy of JMLink between Dunglass and Thorntonloch (Cps 198,205,208 and 213

06-Oct-16 Paul Johnson 109;110;118; 0 Nil Return

07/10/2016 Dave Quarendon 0 Worked on Tyne Team

24th Sep 16 Andy BRADSHAW

62
CP 58

CP 59

NM

sub-total 4
26-Sep-16 Andy BRADSHAW CP66

RE

CP63 CP 63 is the track leading into Saltoun big wood. No problems here.

CP64

sub total 7

12-Sep-16 Colin INVERARITY CP 72  1hr 30m Crossgatehall to A6093  10.30 - 12.00

RE

RE

1 Hr Puddle Bridge to Crossgatehall 13 00 - 14 00

Was going to do the Oldhamstocks paths today but didn't fancy the top of Blackcastle hill in all 
this wind. Headed for the Humbie paths instead.
Got the bus to East Saltoun and headed along CP 62 first. It's a track that runs past the kennels 
and there's no problem here.
Then took a bit of a roundabout route to CP 58 to avoid the Humbie B road which is quite busy. 
CP 58 starts off from the road as a track but as it reaches a couple of fields it changes into a grassy 
path. Still walkable but a run over with a strimmer wouldn't go amiss. As it goes down hill it 
enters a wood and is more definable as a path.
From there you turn right through a metal kissing gate onto CP 59.  Starting up this path you 
come to a fork. CP 59 follows the right fork although if you go along the other path you can get 
back to CP 59 further on. The paths are fairly narrow but passable through the woods. After it 
goes past the blue path it widens out into a track back to the road.
These paths could do with some signage and also possible links to other parts of the county could 
be looked at as these two paths are in splendid isolation.

Went down CP 66 to start today. It starts off as a grassy farm track from the road between East 
Saltoun and Petersmuir. After that turns off into the fields the path is very narrow through some 
quite long, wet grass. This then turns off into a very pleasant woodland walk through Dryden 
wood. CP 66 itself carries on down the side of the wood on a barely discernable overgrown path 
till it reaches the gate at the end of the path. There is still an old bed frame which I pulled out of 
the wood about a year ago waiting for uplift here. Everything else I collected was cleared but the 
bed frame got left behind.

CP 64 runs down from Saltoun big wood. It starts as quite a narrow path through the wood. Then 
through a gate and across a field to Barley Mill and then along a road. No problems with this path 
which should form part of my long distance trail.
Took a couple of hours doing this including a detour round Saltoun wood. Yesterday I was down 
at the Green Craig section of Gosford Bay for 5 hours. Filled 7 bags which are still lying on the 
beach because I needed to get the bus. Should be back on Wednesday and will get them as well 
as my usual collection.

Not long back from holiday and went along the Railway Walk today with my wife.  I left a black 
bag of rubbish at the end of the walk where it meets the A6093.  It's down by the wall on the 
right hand side.
It was noticeable when we started at Crossgatehall that the path had been cut because a lot 
more rubbish was visible around the car park.  
I'm afraid some of it is behind dense thickets of brambles so I would need a litter picker or could 
wait until the brambles die down later in the year to clear it.  A field of wheat ready for cutting on 
the left.  
Another one being turned over and the next one being fertilised.  The path has some damp 
patches but there aren't any of the big puddles across the path which I encountered last time.  
Bullrushes evident in the marshy area. Horses in the right in the fields by the gallop.  
There's a lot more horse manure on the path this time.  Some acorns beginning to appear on an 
oak tree.  There seems to be less litter on the path around the bridges though still some by the 
Grain Store.  Lots of elderberries beginning to ripen beyond the Sewage Works.  We've met about 
4 joggers, 7 cyclists, 2 people out walking their dogs and a professional dog walker with 4 to look 
after.  Most of the cyclists are elderly.  Dump the rubbish by the wall and wait for a bus back to 
Ormiston.

Heading back from the Puddle Bridge the walk is not so busy.  As we pass Bellyford Pit the noise, 
presumably of youths on their scrambling bikes, is evident.  They're out a bit sharp if they've been 
at school this morning.  There's not much evidence of them using the path, however.  



RE

12-Sep-16 M J HILL & CP 228 1.5

R Catrthy
Future Action: We will replace faded way marker discs. MH & RC

NM

13/09/2016 CP 76 78 239

Thank you Duncan for getting Jacob's Ladder strimmed. It makes a huge difference. DP

Andy BRADSHAW Gosford  Bay 34 Did the Gosford House section today and left 7 bags for pick up.

20/09/2016 Colin INVERARITY 3hr 15

JL

RP

RP

Unfortunately someone seems to have tried setting the noticeboard for the Stoorie Pug alight.  It 
might have been like that last time I was on the path but can't remember it being so.  A couple of 
joggers, a cyclist, a couple out walking and a family with their dog are all we pass on the way 
back.  We encounter a large pile of fresh dog poo just before we reach the car park.  We clear up 
the most visible litter in the hope that it might encourage those using the car park to be a bit 
more responsible.

Hill Track 228 (South  - 
Crystal Rigg wind farm 
to Whiteadder Water)

General: Footpath generally  in good order with no obstructions or litter problems. No issues 
requiring immediate attention.  

Next Track walk will be over track  20 in October/November
It was interesting to hear about you association with the Watch Water area which we used to 
walk frequently a few years ago. 
We are  meeting with Nick Morgan the Access Officer on 10th October to look at sign post issues 
on the northern part of 228 with a view to replacing some of the fallen signs which were 
originally set up by Scottish Rights of Way Society and rationalising some of the ambiguous 
Dunbar Herring Road metal signs.

Sheena 
ANTHONEY

All paths in reasonable condition.  I cut down stray brambles and overgrown nettles along the 
side of the golf course and up the steps to Rhodes Park.

14th Sep 
2016

Last Monday, Tuesday, Friday & Saturday I was out checking on possible paths for my long 
distance trail.
Then Sunday, Monday & yesterday I was cleaning the Green Craig section from Craigielaw point 
back. Still got that to finish.

John Muir Way  
Morrison's Haven - 

Cockenzie

It's been a while since I've walked this path so am not sure what to expect.  Park at the Haven this 
time instead of the Links but any idea of an easier start is soon dispelled as there's still a fair bit of 
rubbish around the car park.  The path is fairly busy with a cyclist, a couple of dog walkers, a 
couple with a baby in a buggy. A couple out walking stop at one of the seats for a view/rest and 
overtake me and a guy with a rucsac.  The brambles are ripening but aren't just quite ready.  Dog 
poo is fairly common on this stretch.  I don't know if I'm picking up a lot of litter because the 
cutting has exposed more of it or whether it's accumulated over the summer or both.  My bag is 
full by the time I make the main road at Prestonpans so empty it at the litter box there.

I really will have to get a definitive plan of the route as it goes through Prestonpans as the last 
time I followed the route on the OS map along the main road but this time I noticed a signpost 
diverting me down on to the seafront and I ended up gathering a lot of litter here and am not 
sure whether it is my responsibility or not.  My conscience doesn't allow me to walk past it.  The 
empty bottle of Buckfast I pick up epitomises the sort of rubbish I'm gathering.  As I reach the far 
end of Prestonpans I see a family group at a bench and a fair bit of litter and empty cans around 
the seat.  As I get closer I notice that they have a pile of cans beside them on the bench.  They 
probably weren't responsible for all the litter at that site but I wondered about their 
environmental sensibility.  Another couple come towards them and speak to them and it looks 
like they're part of a group gathering for some reason but what I don't know.  There's a lot of 
litter around the boatyard despite there being a litter bin a few steps away.  My bag is full so I 
deposit it there (392750).

The verge at the car park is full of litter and the bag is pretty full by the time I get to the end of it.  
Once again a lot of take-away cartons, plastic bottles and crisp/sweet packets. Whether the 
travellers in the 3 caravans parked there are responsible for any of it I don't know but they have a 
generator parked in the verge where I'm picking up rubbish. The brick seat at 392753 once again 
has a collection of drinkers' rubbish and there's too much for me to clear so I leave it.  

My bag is getting heavy as I make my way towards the Power Station dreading what I might find 
there.  There's a fair amount of bagged dog poo in this section as well just dumped off the path.



21st Sept 201Jean ANTHONEY CP 76, 78, 239 1 hr 20 Cut back stray brambles and thistles, cleared small amount of litter.

? Golf course

Stephen MELLS 13.15.16. 227,.323 2 Unable to find CP16 spoke to farmer at Cocklaw who thinks it was written off NM to check

CP 227 1 Dry underfoot
CP 227 1 Dry underfoot

covered all the paths except 15 which doesnt exist CP 323 is well defined track as reported
16

DP/NM

21/09/2016 Allison RUSSELL CP 470 DP

04/09/2016 Andy BRADSHAW Gosford Bay 18 Went over the sawmill section at Gosford today. Left 3 bags for collection.

Left a mountain of litter at Gosford House but Amenity Services are dealing with that.

22/09/2016 Matthew HOPE NIL Nil Return as ill

22/09/2016 Thomas BOWER NIL Nil return this month

22/09/2016 Andy NUESTEIN Postmans Walk NIL Nil return this month

23/09/2016 Joyce KENT 1

23/09/2016 Kate ODLING
CP 132-133-270-391-455

2

CP 455 Old Tyres RP
CP 391 1hr45min RP

CP 132-133-270-455-456 Nothing New

23/09/2016 Louise HARDY 19;41;221;247;259;313; NIL Nil Return this month (another! jpl)

The first section by the power station is pleasingly very clean. The fishermen are becoming more 
responsible or there's been a big clear up. 
A man commends me on my activity and tells me he's a fishermen and how he encourages his 
fellow fishermen to take their rubbish with them.  
There's more rubbish towards the jetty which suggests that not all fishermen are listening.  There 
are a couple actually fishing there but they make no comment as I pick up the rubbish around 
them.  The guy on a break from demolishing the power station is more communicative and I 
inform him loudly that while  there is still some rubbish there it's better than it was. I've managed 
to cram more rubbish into my black bag but it's now pretty full so I make my way across the 
bridge and dump the bag at the right hand bin at 396756.
I go back to the jetty and clear up the rubbish from there to the bridge. There's a lot of rubbish 
directly on the tarred path and even more in the verges which obviously hasn't been cleared for 
some time.  A cleaner approach route to their fishing positions might set a good example.  My 
back is beginning to get a bit sore with all the bending down.  I don't think a litter picker would be 
much use as most of the rubbish is thin and flat, cardboard packing and plastic/ cellophane 
rapping for flies/bait, which would be difficult to pick up.  I empty the rubbish into one of the bins 
at the bridge and decide I've had enough for the day. The section from Cockenzie to Seton Sands 
will have to wait for another day.

Delighted to note that the Ranger service had strimmed the overgrown vegetation on Jacob's 
Ladder. The fence bordering the short pathway between Rhodes Park and the top of Jacob's 
Ladder is still awaiting attention. It has completely collapsed in places on the left-hand side.

21st Sept 
2016

The farmer at Cocklaw farm was definitely of the opinion that it had been written off which 
would be a shame because that stretch forms a natural loop round Aitkengall and Blackcastle hill 
avoiding the road via Stottencleugh . Worth highlighting with Duncan

I walked the path recently. Overall it's fine, if a little muddy in places sadly every one of the 10 
directional arrow signs we put up have been removed! 

Adding in the time I spent on Friday, Sunday & Monday on the Green Craig section that adds up 
to another 18 hours.

Was that you I saw sitting on the rocks at North Berwick beach on Saturday? I was going to say 
hello but wasn't sure. Heading for the Haddington bus anyway which was almost due.
Going on the team task tomorrow on one of the paths you asked me to check out last month. Got 
any more paths for this month?

Spent 3 hours on the team task today (Little Spott) and will spend about an hour on a none core 
path in the Bogg's Holdings.

Strawberry Clover, Brambles Field Mushrooms, Farmer has cut More edges so rubbish apparent 
in hedge

Fly Tipping  2 dumps - concrete, Carpets etc on road parralel to train track, A bath by track as it 
goes up slope



23/09/2016 Alan LAUDER CP 124-126-129-190 7 cut brambles nettles & undergrowth
CP 190 clear drainage pipe & clear undergrowth

25/09/2016
CP 173-174-273-296 Paths 173 & 174 we have walked once.

Path 296 we have walked once picking litter.

CP 248 36 Path cut path wardens

26/09/2016 John HARDY CP 38-39-40 0 Nil Return this month

26/09/2016 Angus CURRIE CP 74 5

DP/NM

26/09/2016 Fergus Wade CP 72 1

RE tackilng rabbit holes

28/09/2016 Rod REEVES 173;174;175;181;186,29

28/09/2016 Morag REEVES 170;171;172;431 7

29/09/2016 258 459 2

TS

29/09/2016 Colin  INVERARITY 72, 274-298

JE

Ian & Fiona HOGG

Paths 273 & 438 we have walked twice, picking litter each time; mostly debris left by anglers and 
dog walkers.

September Team 
Task

Nothing of note to report this month but not looking good for ongoing support from Bruce at the 
golf club. I don't expect much more growth so shouldn't need to arrange another cut this year but 
will need to look into arrangements for getting a "Great Dane" machine dropped off from time to 
time next year for cutting the path.

Was out for around an hour again with my grandad. Cleaned the sign (before & after pictures 
attached) and cleared some small debris and cut some plants back that were protruding on to the 
path. Also, found some rabbit holes (i think) very near the path about 15-20 minutes walk down 
(photos 

4hr 15 
min

In September I spent 4 hours 15 min. (CP173:3h20min; CP174 25min; CP175 10min; CP295 
20min), lifting ¾ bag of litter and pruning (mainly brambles).

This included about 40 mins taking some fly tipping to the recycling centre by car. I normally 
report this to the council but it was on the route of the history walk to the Pinkie Cleugh battle 
memorial the day before the walk.

Janice 
INVERARITY

I walked my paths yesterday and they were in pretty good shape. There was very little litter and 
the problem of dog mess was not too bad - most left in bags at the side of the path just ready for 
me to lift and deal with!
There are a couple of very big coniferous trees at the back of East Links family park that are 
becoming an issue for bike and horse riders because they are overhanging the path considerably. 
I have used the loppers on quite a few branches along that stretch over the past few months but 
some of them need cut back a bit more than I can manage. I think I mentioned this before and 
when Duncan contacted me to get more information I was away on holiday and couldn't quite get 
my brain into gear regarding the problem!
I'm still keeping my fingers crossed that there will not be a lot of rubbish lurking in the 
undergrowth that will become apparent when it all dies back!

1 hr 
45min

Kept busy at the little inlet beyond Cockenzie harbour with a fair deal of litter to pick up there.  
Lots of dog walkers about. Some of them on the beach and some dogs splashing in the sea.  A bit 
cleaner along the sea wall but messier around the harbour at Port Seton.  I attend to some of the 
worst of it and my bag is getting heavy so empty it in one of the litter bins there while a number 
of folk in cars and white vans scrutinise what I'm doing. The next stretch along the promenade is 
commendably clean.  A man in an electric wheelchair out with his two dogs.  A cormorant or shag 
perched on a rock offshore.  I'll need to brush up on my birds and bring a pair of binoculars.  The 
summer season has seen a pile up of rubbish across from the Holiday Park.  Most of it is on the 
wall beyond the fence which I can't reach easily.  As my bag is almost full and heavy I decide to 
sweep up on the way back and plod on to Bents No.1 with my laden bag.  The defensive nature of 
much of the ground cover plants also makes it difficult to retrieve some of the litter.  It's nice to 
get on to the dunes and away from the rubbish although I do pick up a pair of shorts and a golf 
ball.  A fair number of mushrooms growing here.  Coming into the trees there's more litter as I 
approach Bents No. 1.  The car parks are undoubtedly hotspots for rubbish.  I meet my only 
walker of the day here.  Everyone else has a dog.  I dump the bag at the toilets and head on to 
No. 2.  There are more cars parked here.  I continue to where the path meets the B1348 and sit 
down on a bench for a rest.



Longniddry Bents - Seto 1hr 5min

JE

30/09/2016 345 4

156  Again it is getting a bit overgrown especially the hedge which is needing to be cut back.
127-8, 157, 268

26/09/2016 John TODD CP 91 15min Remove litter (9 items)
CP 250 10 min Remove litter (6 items)
CP 251 30min Remove litter (13 items)
CP 461 10min Remove litter (9 items)
CP 91 25min Remove litter (3 items)
CP 250 5min Remove litter (12 items)
CP 251 30min Remove litter (21 items)
CP 461 5min Remove litter (4 items)

29/09/2016 Andy BRADSHAW Gosford Bay 4

26/09/2016 Angus CURRIE 4

DW

22/09/2016 Allan ROMANIS
202, 206, 330 & 484 wit

NIL

30/09/2016 Harry BLACKLEY 202, 206, 330 & 484 wit NIL now on email harryblackley@fsmail.net

TOTAL RECORDED HOUR 196

I find a lot of bags of dog poo tossed into the undergrowth but unfortunately visible to me on the 
way back.  The signs at the car parks and litter bins seem to have no effect on the people who 
drive here with their dogs.  A welcome breeze in my face on the way back.  There's a gentlemen 
on a motability scooter looking a bit incongruous back at Bents No. 1.  As I leave I notice a man in 
a car who had previously been parked at No.2.  Some dog walker is definitely having a laugh as I 
find two neatly packaged bags of poo placed beside the dog litter bin at the bridge over the 
stream.  The bin is certainly not full.  Was he or she making a statement about what they think 
about the signs encouraging them to be responsible ?  I notice a poly bag full of glass bottles 
dumped by a tank obstacle onto the south of the path about 427761 with other stuff as well but 
it's too heavy and awkward to retrieve so unfortunately leave it.  As I leave the dunes about to 
come back onto the main road at Seton Sands I notice a "Poo Tree".  I hadn't seen them on the 
way out but this is obviously a favoured dumping spot judging by the fact that the bags are all 
virtually the same pale yellow colour.  I retrieve around 10 bags which have been tossed away 
where with more unretrievable in the undergrowth.  I clamber over the fence and start clearing 
some of the rubbish from the sea wall when I notice a 26 arriving so decide to curtail my activity.  
MY bag is pretty full so I dash into the reception of the Holiday park and ask if I can dump my 
rubbish somewhere.  The receptionist looks a bit incredulous at my request but directs me to 
some bins "up the hill".  Fortunately I make it up there and manage to catch the bus back to 
Cockenzie.

John 
MCLAUGHLIN

Cut back brambles, the path is getting a bit overgrown see what I can do next month to keep the 
path open.

 Cut back brambles and some branches that where obstructing the path otherwise the paths are 
fine.

2hr 
10min

Collected another 6 bags at the Gosford House section today which are waiting for collection 
along with Sunday's 7 bags. Given the forecast I hope they can be picked up today before they 
end up getting blown on to the road.
Spent another 4 hours today in varying weather conditions. That should be me for the month 
now

NB to Yellowcraig path 
(CP 253, 304,305, 453 
and 454)

All is well this month with the path across the field quickly re-established following harvest and 
ploughing and the brambles and nettles are losing their vigour!

Disappointing again to see quite a lot of litter on the street section past the Marine Hotel on a 
recent outing - I hadn't noticed this so much of late so hopefully just a slip up with the waste bins 
uplift.
For Dave W to note, the Golf club contractors have completed some temporary work to the 
dunes/beach in the area of the Eil Burn.

Simply that there are 8 days left of the month....unfortunately my crystal ball is a tad cloudy at 
the moment


